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Abstract
Meningimas are one of the commonest primary brain
tumours and the commonest extra-axial primary brain
tumour. Despite better understanding of the molecular
pathogenesis of the tumours, surgical excision remains
the treatment of choice, and in a large proportion of
cases, complete excision is curative. Simpson grading for
the extent of resection of meningiomas, was introduced
more than six decades ago, and has stood the test of
time. With modern technological advancements,
however, the relevance of Simpson grading has been
questioned. Herein we review the recent literature on
the relevance of Simpson grading more than sixty years
after its introduction.
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Introduction
Meningiomas are primary brain tumours that are known
to have a substantial risk of recurrence after resection.1
In 1957, Donald Simpson published his landmark study
describing extent of resection as a predictor of
recurrence.2 The paper advocated the notion that the
more complete the resection, the less likelihood of
recurrence of meningioma. Simpson classified extent of
resection into different grades, each subsequent grade
representing less aggressive resection and hence,
associated with higher chances of recurrence.2 Since
then, Simpson grading has been widely accepted.
However, this grading was introduced at a time when
imaging modalities such as CT and MRI were not
available, modern surgical techniques such as neuro-
navigation, stereotactic radiosurgery, etc. has not been
developed and WHO meningioma classification was yet
to be described. Keeping in mind the evolution of
modern neurosurgical practice, we address the question
that how relevant is Simpson grade in prediction of
meningioma recurrence in modern neurosurgical era. 
Review of Evidence
Investigators from around the world have looked at
their outcomes of meningioma resection and
recurrence with reference to Simpson grading. We
reviewed articles on PubMed describing outcomes of
meningioma resection with the primary objective of
assessing recurrence and/or progression free survival
(RPFS) in relation to Simpson grades. 
Sughrue et al., in 2010 reported no significant
difference in RPFS for Simpson grade I, II, III and IV. This
was the same for convexity, falx/parasagittal and skull
base meningiomas. They also analyzed the usefulness
of pre-operative embolization in some cases and
reported only a small beneficial effect.3 Oya et al., in
2012 did not find any significant difference in RPFS for
Simpson Grade I, II, III resections of WHO grade I
meningiomas. This was similar to the findings in the
study by Sughrue et al.3 although they reported that
RPFS was significantly lower for Simpson grade IV
resection as compared to the rest.4 In another series of
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Figure-1: MRI brain T1WI axial views with contrast showing a large falcine
meningioma.
WHO grade I meningiomas, Voß et al.,5 reported
decreasing progression free interval with increasing
Simpson grade, but only grade IV resection was
significantly associated with predicting recurrence.
They also found that Simpson grading was not
associated with progression free interval in
falx/parasagittal meningiomas.5 Oter Rodriguez et al.,
drew similar conclusions in a series of WHO grade I
meningiomas, and found no significant difference in
RPFS for patients with Simpson grade I, II and III
resection.6
On the contrary, Gousias et al., found that Simpson
grade II resection versus grade I resection doubled the
risk of meningioma recurrence at 10 years. In their
series published in 2016, they analyzed data for WHO
grade I, II and III meningiomas and found Simpson
grade to be a significant predictor of tumour
recurrence for each histological grade. They also
reported a stronger impact of more aggressive
resection in higher grade meningiomas.7 Gallagher et
al., in their series of WHO grade I meningiomas also
found Simpson grade to be a significant predictor of
tumour recurrence.8 Nanda et al., in 2016 published
their series of WHO grade II meningiomas where
Simpson grade was a significant predictor RPFS. They
described gross total (Simpson grade I and II)
compared to subtotal (Simpson grade III and IV)
resection as a significant predictor.9 In another series of
WHO grade I meningiomas, Nanda et al., also found
that gross total versus subtotal resection was
significantly associated with tumour recurrence.10 In a
series for convexity WHO grade I meningiomas, the
same authors ascertained that when WHO grade is
fixed, Simpson grade is a significant predictor for
tumour recurrence.11 Heald et al., also found that gross
total resection versus subtotal resection was a
significant predictor of recurrence, when they
compared Grade I and II resections with grade IV.12
Winther et al., and Hasseleid et al., also reported a
significant association between Simpson grade and
RPFS.13,14
Conclusion
Simpson grading remains relevant in the modern
neurosurgical era as a predictor of meningioma
recurrence. Some studies have reported no significant
difference in either the RPFS between Simpson grade I,
II and III resections, or between RPFS for gross resection
compared to subtotal resection, suggesting that grade
II (and in some cases grade III) resection may be as
beneficial as grade I resection. The association between
grade IV resection however with decreased RPFS is
quite clear in most studies.
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Figure-2: Three-years follow up MRI scan after Simpson grade I resection, showing no
tumor recurrence.
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